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1 PROJECT SYNOPSIS

Project Title: International Logistics Centres/Nodes Network in Central Asia at the 
Republic of Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Republic of Tajikistan, 
Republic of Uzbekistan and the Republic of Turkmenistan

Project Number: EUROPEAID/125727/C/SER/Multi

Country All Project Designated Countries

Project objective Support international trade and facilitate the movements of goods 
along the TRACECA corridor through improving logistics capabilities, 
interoperability and multimodal transport.

Planned outputs i) Analysis of TRACECA logistic network and the related operation of 
transport and logistics within the network;
ii) Identification, ranking and promotion of logistics centres’ projects;
iii) Feasibility studies of the selected projects

Project activities a) Evaluate traffic flows and assess the effectiveness of the transport 
and logistics network in the beneficiary countries;
b) Identify needed improvements to the logistics network through the 
improvement/new construction of logistics centres, with emphasis on 
generating strong support from the private sector,
c) Using multi-criteria analysis, develop a list of potentially viable 
candidate projects, undertaking economic, technical and financial 
feasibility studies

Project starting date Contract was signed on 23 December 2008 and the official start 
date was15 January 2009

Project duration Project duration is 24 months, terminating on 31 December 2010.
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Executive Summary

With an overall objective of the study to support international trade and facilitate the 
movements of goods along the TRACECA corridor through improving logistics capabilities, 
interoperability and multimodal transport, the project commenced in January 2009 and 
project team successfully produced five Feasibility Studies for logistics centres in each of 
the beneficiary countries in accordance with the project Terms of Reference. We 
conducted a Study Tour of modern logistics centres in Italy with participation from 
beneficiaries. We also actively promoted our projects for possible private sector financing 
through presentations at international conferences and direct approaches to private sector 
individuals and companies as well as with International Financial Institutions. These 
promotion efforts have generated considerable interest among these organizations and 
there will likely be genuine offers of financial contributions towards the cost of constructing 
these logistics centres in the coming months.

Our evaluations showed that for all projects the economic rate of return (EIRR) was 
significant with the implication that the benefits to the country would be substantial. The 
financial evaluation showed, however, that there would need to be investment required 
from the government (or from a combination of bank loans, IFI’s etc.) in order for the 
financial rate of return (FIRR) to be attractive to a private investor. This proves the need for 
public private partnerships in the development of these logistics centres to share the 
financial burden as well as the risks of each undertaking. During our discussions with 
private sector organizations and IFI’s we found strong interest in possible financing of all or 
part of these proposed logistics centre projects; this strong interest generated by our 
efforts provides added value to the feasibility studies produced under the project.

All of our reports are shown on the project web site at http://www.loqisticsec.kz. We have 
arranged to keep this web site available for the next two years for interested parties to 
access our documents and information regarding the project.
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1. Summary of project progress since the start of the project

1.1 Mobilization and Staffing

The Project Office is based in Almaty and national coordinators have been hired in each 
beneficiary country. The Team Leader started in January with the inception of the project 
and the Economist/Business Planning Specialist arrived in February. However, during 
August, it was determined that an individual with stronger analytical skills would be 
required and the Economist/Business Plan Specialist was replaced. Concurrently with EC 
approval, the new individual started in October and is performing well. For personal 
reasons, the third key expert resigned and had to be replaced. The new Key expert 3 
mobilized in January and is working well with the project team.

Services of short term experts (international as well as from each beneficiary country) have 
been utilized in the areas of architecture/cost engineering and environmental evaluation.

1.2 Steering Committee Meetings

Three steering committee meetings have been held (in Almaty in April 2009, Ashgabat in 
October 2009 and Almaty in May 2010) and all proved to be very useful in guiding the 
project and confirming information and approaches with the beneficiaries. Jointly with the 
Project Manager it was decided to combine the Fourth Steering Committee Meeting with 
the Closing Conference on the 9th of December.

We have submitted monthly progress reports to the Project Manager describing very 
briefly progress/problems regarding our work. Each of these monthly reports is shown in 
Annex B.

1.3 Project Results

The project team successfully produced five Feasibility Studies for logistics centres in each 
of the beneficiary countries in accordance with the project Terms of Reference. We also 
conducted a Study Tour of modern logistics centres in Italy with participation from 
beneficiaries. We also actively promoted our projects for possible private sector financing 
through presentations at international conferences and direct approaches to interested 
parties involved in logistics ventures in Central Asia as well as world - wide.

Our evaluations showed that for all projects the economic rate of return (EIRR) was 
significant with the implication that the benefits to the country would be substantial. The 
financial evaluation showed, however, that there would need to be investment required 
from the government (or from a combination of bank loans, IFI’s etc.) in order for the 
financial rate of return (FIRR) to be attractive to a private investor. This proves the need for 
some type of public private partnership in the development of these logistics centres is 
necessary to share the financial burden as well as the risks of each undertaking.
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2 Project progress in final project period

Since June 2010, the project team has successfully completed feasibility studies for the 
five locations, one in each of our beneficiary countries (Aktau, Osh, Nizhny Pyanj, Navoi 
Airport and Turkmenbashi). These feasibility studies were prepared in accordance with the 
TOR and included economic and financial cost/benefit evaluations, drawings and 3-D 
views of the proposed logistics centres as well as a description of the proposed nature of 
the management of the facility through public - private partnership (PPP). In addition, an 
environmental evaluation was performed, shown as a separate document for each 
feasibility study.

In addition to preparation of the feasibility studies, the project team actively promoted each 
project at international forums, in meetings with private sector individuals and companies 
as well as with International Financial Institutions. These promotion efforts have generated 
considerable interest among these organizations and there will likely be genuine offers of 
financial contributions towards the cost of constructing these logistics centres in the 
coming months.

The overseas study tour was conducted during the latter part of October; representatives 
from each beneficiary were invited to visit three modern logistics centres in Italy. The trip 
was a success, though the only negative feature was that the delegates from 
Turkmenistan were not able to participate due to some administrative difficulties just before 
the trip began.

All of our reports are shown on the project web site at http://www.loqisticsec.kz. We have 
arranged to keep this web site available for the next two years for interested parties to 
access our documents and information regarding the project.
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TABLE 1: PROJECT PROGRESS REPORT
Project title international Logistics Centres Central Asia Project

:EUROPEAID/125727/SER/Multi
number Country Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Tajikistan, Page: 

Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan
Planning period : July - December 2010 Prepared on : 9 December 2010 EC Consultant: Safege Consulting Engineers; RINA Industries; IRD Engineering; Italferr
Project objectives : Support international trade and facilitate the movements of goods along the TRACECA corridor through improving logistics capabilities, interoperability and multimodal transport.
No ACTIVITIES IMPLEMENTED TIME FRAME 2010 

Months
INPUTS (days)

KEY EXPERTS NON - KEY LONG 
TERM EXPERTS

OTHERNON - KEY SHORT 
TERM EXPERTS

Sept. Oct. Planned UtilisedJuly Aug Nov. Dec. Planned Utilised Planned Utilised Planned Utilised

Traffic flow analysis 
infrastructure evaluation 

Cargo flows 
Logistics nodes 
Transport links

A1 and

A2
Main issues encountered 
operators

by

Missing links 
Border crossing 
Private operators 
Barriers to goods flow 
Barriers to logistics centres

В
Identification, ranking and promotion 
of logistics centres projects

C
Feasibility studies X X X 330X X X 228.5 195 300 224 195

300228.5 195 330 224 195
TOTAL
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TABLE 2: RESOURCE UTILISATION REPORT
Project title : International Logistics Centres Central Asia Project number: EUROPEAID/125727/SER/Multi Country Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Tajikistan, Page: 

Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan
Planning period : July -December 2010 Prepared on : 9 December 2010 EC Consultant: Safege Consulting Engineers; RINA Industries; IRD Engineering; Italferr
Project objectives : Support international trade and facilitate the movements of goods along the TRACECA corridor through improving logistics capabilities, interoperability and multimodal transport.
RESOURCES/INPUTS TOTAL PLANNED TOTAL REALISED AVAILABLE FOR REMAINDERPERIOD PLANNED PERIOD REALISED
PERSONNEL (person-days)

Key experts
Short term experts Junior 
Short term experts Senior

908.5 0.59081 195270
(375)21253305241750 56386224 195442

(319.5)720 3,419.53100 1,018
Sub-total
EQUIPMENT AND MATERIAL 
(Euro)

Office equipment and running 
expenses:

Incidentals:

Sub-total
OTHER INPUTS

Sub-total

TOTAL

1 33 days transferred from key expert (team leader) to senior short term experts
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TABLE 3 OUTPUT PERFORMANCE REPORT
Project title :
International Logistics Centres Central Asia

Project nr:
EUROPEAID/125727/SER/Multi

Country : Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Page: 
Tajikistan, Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan

Prepared on :
9 December 2010

EC Consultant
Safege Consulting Engineers; RINA Industries; IRD Engineering; Italferr

Output results Deviation original plan 
+ or - %

Comment on constrains & assumptionsReason for deviation

Mobilization and project management Completed on target

A1 Traffic flow analysis and infrastructure 
evaluation

Completed as per Action Plan during previous 
project period.

Cargo flows 
Logistics nodes 
Transport links

Completed as per Action Plan during previous 
project period.

A2 Main issues encountered by operators
• Missing links
• Border crossing
• Private operators
• Barriers to goods flow
• Barriers to logistics centres

Overseas study tour completed during October to 
sites of logistics centres in Italy.

Study tour had been delayed in order to insure 
sufficient financial resources would be available.Identification, ranking and promotion of 

logistics centres projects
В

Feasibility Studies for all five logistics centre 
project have been completed according to our 
Action Plan and the TOR

C Feasibility Studies of Selected Projects
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3 Overall report on the total project

3.1 Achievements in comparison with planned results

Our Resource Utilization Report Table 2, indicates that we have a negative balance of 
(375) man days of Short Term Junior experts; this occurred as Safege decided to keep 
some of the national coordinators beyond the budget limit of 1,750 man days; Safege paid 
these additional days and did not invoice the EC. There is a balance of 56 man days of 
Short Term Experts Senior due to keeping these days in reserve in case additional support 
became necessary in finalizing the feasibility studies in each beneficiary country. This 
additional time was not necessary. The man days of key experts were essentially fully 
utilized.

As shown in the Output Performance Report Table 3, all activities were completed in 
accordance with the project Terms of Reference. In fact, our Draft Final Report, in the form 
of Draft Feasibility Studies for the selected logistics centres, was completed in advance of 
the date shown in our Work Plan, which was included in the previous three Progress 
Reports. It was intended to present the Draft Final Report on 15 November 2010, but in 
fact, we submitted draft feasibility studies for Turkmenbashi and Nizhny Pyanj at the end of 
June with the final three feasibility studies (Osh, Navoi and Aktau) submitted during the 
first week of October. Comments received from beneficiaries were incorporated in the final 
versions of these studies and are submitted in final format at the Closing Conference.

With concurrence of the Project Manager, the Fourth Steering Committee and the Closing 
Conference were combined in one event held of 9 December 2010 in Almaty.

Project progress has been consistent with our Work Plan, though there have been some 
additional actions requested by the Project Manager as a result of the project monitoring 
report regarding the content of Reports A and B, submitted previously. This additional 
content includes the description the development of transport corridors in Central Asia by 
other IFI’s (ADB, World Bank, etc.) to be included in our Task A report and details 
describing the rationale and justification for our project selection process using the multi - 
criteria analysis in Task B. This information has been developed and these two reports 
(Task A and Task В Reports) have been reissued. We developed an Action Plan 
containing specific tasks and deadlines we have agreed to undertake the submission dates 
of draft feasibility studies for each of the five logistics centres. This Action Plan is shown in 
Annex C.

According to our Action Plan draft feasibility studies for two logistics centres (Nizhny Pyanj 
and Turkmenbashi) were to be submitted with the Third Progress Report in mid - July; this 
has been done. Our work for the feasibility study preparation for locations in Kazakhstan, 
Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan was planned to be complete by the end of September; this 
was done and the draft feasibility study reports were issued during the first week of 
October.

We have also made substantial progress in promoting each of the five logistics centre 
projects with potential investors; in this regard we have made direct contacts with potential 
private investors, presentations at international conferences as well as International 
Financial Institutions. We have held discussions with the International Finance 
Corporation, which is the private sector lending arm of the World Bank, which has agreed 
to perform the duties of Transaction Advisor for governments that would choose to avail 
themselves of this service. Though our TOR states: “the experts will issue a set of 
recommendations in order to promote investments and to support organise private - public
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partnership for each project...” we have made substantial progress in identifying potential 
investors for each project tnat has provided substantial added value to our results.

On the following pages we show some drawings and sketches of the future logistics centre 
at each of the five locations.

I

I
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Location of the proposed logistics centres in Central Asia 
Aktau, Kazakhstan
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Navoi Airport, Uzbekistan
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Nizhny Pyanj, Tajikistan
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Table 4: PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

Project title :lnternational Logistics Centres Central Asia Project
EUROPEAID/125727/SER/Multi

number: Country : Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Page: 
Tajikistan, Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan

Reporting period : January 2009 - December 2010 Prepared on : 9 December 2010 EC Consultant: Safege Consulting Engineers

INPUTS UTILISED

REPORTING PERIOD MAIN ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN EC CONSULTANT OTHERMATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT
January - June 2009 Mobilization and project management

A1 Traffic flow analysis and infrastructure
evaluation
A2 Main issues encountered by operators 
В Identification, ranking and promotion of 
logistics centres projects

60
355

160
15

July - December 2009 A1 Traffic flow analysis and infrastructure 
evaluation
A2 Main issues encountered by operators 
В Identification, ranking and promotion of 
logistics centres projects 
C Feasibility Studies of Selected Projects

321

422
86

155

January - June 2010 A1 Traffic flow analysis and infrastructure 
evaluation
В Identification, ranking and promotion of 
logistics centres projects 
C Feasibility Studies of Selected Projects

14.4
63.1

1,043

July - December 2010 C Feasibility Studies of Selected Projects 725

3,419.5
TOTAL
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Table 5: OUTPUT PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

Project title :International Logistics Centres Central Project 
Asia

Country Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Page: 
Tajikistan, Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan______________

number:
EUROPEAID/125727/SER/Multi

Prepared on : 9 December 2010 EC Consultant: SAFEGE Consulting Engineers, RINA Industries, IRD Engineering

Comment on constrains & assumptionsOutput results Reason for deviationDeviation original plan + or - %

Mobilization and project management Completed on target

A1 Traffic flow analysis and infrastructure evaluation
• Cargo flows
• Logistics nodes
• Transport links

An additional section for the Task A report 
has been prepared describing the 
development of transport routes in the 
Central Asia region by other IFI's (ADB, 
World Bank, etc.). This section also put in 
the regional context, the importance of the 
locations of our logistics centres in each 
country.

АГ Main issues encountered by operators
• Missing links
• Border crossing
• Private operators
• Barriers to goods flow
• Barriers to logistics centres

В Identification, ranking and promotion of logistics 
centres projects A section Project Scoring and ranking 

explanation has been added to this report 
describing the rationale and justification for 
our multi - criteria analysis for the selection 
of logistics centres.

Overseas study tour, shown under Task В in the 
TOR, was undertaken during the latter part of 
October. It had been planned for earlier in the 
summer but it had been delayed in order to insure 
sufficient financial resources would be available.

Project location in Kazakhstan was identified 
finally with the beneficiary only during May 2010. 
Though the work for the feasibility study started 
late (other locations were confirmed during 
October, 2009) all feasibility studies were 
completed on time.C Feasibility Studies of Selected Projects Feasibility studies for all five locations have 

been completed
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4 Lessons learnt and recommendations

While our project concluded successfully in accordance with the TOR the project 
team has made some observations about the design of the study that may assist in 
developing future strategies for similar projects in the region. In addition, there are 
some innovations/hardware/software that if implemented in the region, could result 
in an improved logistics environment and achievement of the primary objectives of 
improving the efficiency of transport in Central Asia.

;
I

4.1 Study Design

“Light” feasibility studies integrated with national planning The extent of the detail 
specified in the project TOR meant that feasibility studies could be undertaken for only one 
location in each country. If the detail required of the evaluations were reduced (for 
example, exclude the environmental evaluation and requirement for drawings of the 
structures and facilities) more evaluations could have been executed for proposed 
locations in each country. Under this “feasibility study light” approach, team members 
could have worked closely with planners in each country, integrating the network of 
required logistics centres into that country’s transport planning and policy objectives. To a 
limited extent this was accomplished during the current study but more fruitful cooperation 
could have resulted with less detail required for our outputs.

i

No need for an architect as key expert The TOR required an architect/logistics centre 
designer as the third key expert on the study team for a minimum of 250 working days. 
Events that transpired during the project made it clear that an architect was not required 
for preparation of preliminary designs of each project; we accomplished the designs and 
drawings of the facilities using local specialists as short term experts.

The focus of the feasibility studies was an evaluation of the benefits to the potential users 
and only a preliminary design of the facility will be necessary; detailed drawings and 
specifications would be necessary only during the final design stage, beyond the scope of 
our investigation. For the position of Third Key Expert, the project needed an individual 
who will work closely with the Economist/Business Plan Specialist to ensure that the 
logistics centre design meets the operational requirements and have the sufficient capacity 
to handle the forecasted traffic through the facility. The individual required to assist the 
project team in undertaking these tasks should more appropriately be a transport specialist 
with a strong background in feasibility studies and economic evaluation of transport 
projects and logistics sectors, rather than an architect as specified in the ToR.

I
Coordination with other projects Our project team members met on several occasions 
with other TRACECA project team members through meetings with key experts from these 
projects as well as forums arranged by the EC. This coordination was helpful but it could 
have been structured better, particularly at the formal meetings. In particular, the Logistics 
Centre project for the NIS and Caucasus region, based in Kiev, has nearly an identical 
TOR as our project and both projects could have benefitted from more direct contact 
between key experts. The issues faced by both projects were nearly the same, especially 
regarding assumptions about benefit calculations, area required for logistics centre 
development, etc. We had proposed a meeting in Kiev between key experts of both 
projects but the EC directed that this cooperation be accomplished at the upcoming High 
Level Meeting TRACECA Routes Competitiveness and Trade Facilitation held in Antalya in 
May 2010. Team members from both projects attended this meeting but it proved not to be

]
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useful for the needed coordination between our two logistics centre projects, though we 
did have some individual discussions. When two such similar projects are active at the 
same time, direct interaction between key experts of both teams is essential in order to 
achieve the kind of cooperation needed. Another technique that would have helped this 
coordination would have been to develop joint web sites. This would have facilitated the 
needed dialogue and coordination.

We do not mean to say that the forums and conferences arranged by the EC were not 
useful; they were organized to inform the EC, beneficiaries and National Secretaries of the 
progress of the TRACECA projects. We do feel, however, that these meetings/forums 
were not the correct venue for the kind of coordination between projects that was 
envisaged in our TOR.

Public Private Partnerships The establishing of PPP’s in the region will take some time 
as the governments and private sector companies become accustomed to this process. 
The following are the lessons learnt and specific recommendations needed to ensure this 
process succeeds.

Lessons learnt Recommendations
1. In Central Asia PPPs - as they are generally 
understood - are not fully mature, although 
the countries are developing the policies. 
Collaboration between the public and private 
sectors are possible and can be developed by 
partners with sufficient weight and presence 
in the relevant market.

1. The countries should continue to pursue the 
development of public-private partnerships 
through improvements of the legal base, plus 
training which is offered by the Asian 
Development Bank Institute and the UN 
Economic Commission for Europe. Opening up 
the possibility for private sector investment in 
infrastructure will improve the quality of services 
and can offer good value to governments.
2. In developing infrastructure projects it is 
important to involve the IFIs from an early stage. 
They are not only able to offer finance on good 
terms, but also guarantees that will help private 
sector investment, and advice and support in the 
process of developing projects.______________

2. Having the support and participation of a 
major IFI - World Bank, ADB or Islamic 
Development Bank - is important to give 
confidence to private sector investors.

3. For these kinds of projects, particularly 
projects valued at less than $200 million, 
there is little appetite from professional 
advisers to assist, but the advisers are 
necessary. In this context the support of an IFI 
advisory service can make the difference 
between projects being fundable and not 
fundable.

3. It is important for the central Asian republics to 
develop a good dialogue with potential investors. 
It is not enough to hold one-off investment 
forums, but if investors are to be attracted to 
these countries, they need to get to know the 
country and the investment climate over a period 
of time. Therefore the ministries in charge of 
foreign economic relations should develop active 
programmes to build mutual understanding with 
potential investors._________________________

J

4. If there is an intention to develop public- 
private participation in a project, it is useful to 
involve an IFFs advisory service at an early stage 
in the process of developing the project.______

;

;
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4.2 Innovations

Need for logistics knowledge training Based on our discussions held with beneficiaries 
during the project it was observed that there was a lack of logistics knowledge Therefore 
we consider the need for the development of a training curriculum for MOT staff (also LC 
personnel would be welcome to participate) on logistics management including topics such 
as: planning, management and operation of logistic centers, supply chain management; 
warehousing and distribution; transport logistics.

Enhanced IT systems for cargo tracking In order to smooth the cross-border process it 
is need to introduce IT systems for cargo tracking and tracing. It would maximize the 
benefits to transit and international traffic if these IT systems at border crossing points 
could “talk” to each other. Advance cargo information for arriving goods at borders could 
speed the customs clearance and other administrative procedures. A particular 
characteristic is the implementation of the integrated solutions software which offers real 
time information regarding the volume of containers handled, the time of operations as well 
the position/location of cargo plus trucks and railway wagons.

Improve land/sea interface The TRACECA routes include several land/sea transit 
locations. These are often major bottlenecks which reduces the efficiency of the route. 
Specific analyses of the infrastructure necessary as well as integration of information 
systems between the sea and land transport operator to better coordinate operations and 
to ensure transit time is minimized. One location could be identified as a case study, with 
expansion to other locations later.

Green logistics centres In order to respect the growing trend of energy and 
environmental concerns, transforming the future Logistics centers in potential green parks 
should be the norm in the future. This should be achieved by introduction environmental 
friendly solutions including: ecological asphalt, solar battery heating systems and photo
voltaic cells for illuminating systems. In addition to supporting this green concept, it is 
recommended that for safety and security (which is also a real and growing concern in this 
and other regions) that surveillance cameras be installed as part of the final design of all 
logistics centres.
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Annex A: Monthly Progress Reports

Monthly Report - July 2010

International Logistics Centres/Nodes Network in Central Asia in the Republic of 
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Republic of Tajikistan, Republic of Uzbekistan and 
the Republic of Turkmenistan ; EuropeAid /125727/C/SER/MULTI

Submission of Third Progress Report On 15 July we submitted our Third Progress 
Report along with Draft Feasibility Studies of Nizhny Pyanj and Turkmenbashi. In addition, 
the revised Task A and Task В Reports were submitted including the requested revisions 
included in the Project Action Plan. Initially these reports were submitted in English; by the 
end of July, Russian versions were completed; all reports were converted to PDF and 
posted on the Project web site.

2

Staff Issues We reorganized the approved working days for local experts in Kazakhstan, 
Tajikistan and Turkmenistan to assure strong results for the final three feasibility studies.

Feasibility Study Progress The following is the feasibility study progress for each 
logistics centre.

Location Current month’s progress Next month
Aktau With the return of key expert #3 on 9 

August and key expert #2 on 15 
August, work will continue in 
preparation of the Feasibility Study 
for Aktau

I

L J

*
Osh With the return of key expert #3 on 9 

August and key expert #2 on 15 
August, work will continue in 
preparation of the Feasibility Study 
for Osh

Nizhny Pyanj Draft feasibility study completed The project team is prepared to 
respond to any questions regarding 
the Draft Feasibility Study submitted 
in July________________________

Navoi An abbreviated version of the Navoi 
Feasibility Study was submitted to the 
Beneficiary in English and Russian

With the return of key expert #3 on 9 
August and key expert #2 on 15 
August, work will continue in 
preparation of the Feasibility Study 
for Navoi

’

(

Turkmenbashi Draft feasibility study completed The project team is prepared to 
respond to any questions regarding 
the Draft Feasibility Study submitted 
in July________________________

Feasibility Study Report: Percentage Completion (as of 31 Juy20io)
Report Chapter Kazakhstan TurkmenistanKyrgyz

Republic
Tajikistan Uzbekistan

Number of report
pages produced

44 pages 70 pages 231 pages 164 pages45 pages

Over all 15% 20% 100% 15% 100%
1. Objectives 60% 65% 100% 60% 100%
2. Potential benefits 

to stakeholders
60% 65% 100% 60% 100%

3. Site location 60% 65% 100% 100%60% I J
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5% 5% 100% 5%4. Preliminary design 100%
5. Capital

operating costs
5%and 5% 5% 100% 100%

6. Business plan .20% 35% 100% 20% 100%
7. Environmental 5% 5% 100% 5% 100%

impact
8. Staff requirements 10%10% 100% 10% 100%
9. Cost 30%benefit 10% 100% 10% 100%

analysis
10. Implementation 

plan________
20% 30% 100% 20% 100%

11. Coordination with 
other projects

20% 30% 100% 20% 100%

Work Plan for July The primary task for August will be the continuation of the preparation 
of the Draft Feasibility Studies for Aktau, Navoi and Osh. Our international environmental 
expert, Sergio Carpano, advised that he will be leaving the project at the end of July. It is 
intended to increase the time of our expert in Turkmenistan, Oleg Guchgeldiyev, to take 
over the oversight duties of Mr Carpano. Mr Guchgeldiyev’s capabilities were recognized 
to be excellent by Mr Carpano and he is capable of undertaking this additional 
responsibility. We will approach Mr Guchgeldiyev during August to effectively make this 
transfer of responsibilities.

Thomas Kennedy 
Team Leader
SAFEGE-RINA-IRD-ITALFERR
International Logistical Centres / Nodes Network in Central Asia

Monthly Report - August 2010

International Logistics Centres/Nodes Network in Central Asia in the Republic of 
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Republic of Tajikistan, Republic of Uzbekistan and 
the Republic of Turkmenistan ; EuropeAid /125727/C/SER/MULTI

Monitor Meetings Two key experts and the national coordinator for Kazakhstan met with 
the Monitor during August. Some specific comments were presented by the monitor 
regarding our draft feasibility report for Nizhny Pyanj; these comments have been 
incorporated in the revised version of this report. The major comment was that the 
environmental chapter was too long to be included in the report; we have subsequently 
included only an executive summary in the report and the full environmental text will be in 
a separate document. All other feasibility study reports will be so organized. Our project 
team organized meetings for the monitor in Dushanbe, Bishkek, Ashgabat and 
Turkmenbashi. In addition, we arranged the Turkmenistan visa for the monitor.

Staff Issues With the resignation of Sergio Carpano from the project, we extended the 
working days of our Turkmenistan environmental expert, Oleg Guchgeldiyev, to include the 
task to review the work of our national environmental experts in Kyrgyzstan and 
Uzbekistan. Oleg himself is our environmental expert for Kazakhstan.

Our team members met with Siddique Khan,Meetings with Potential Investors
President and CEO of Globalink, Kazakhstan. Globalink is very much interested as a
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potential investor, in a logistics centre at Aktau. His company, with others, are developing 
a logistics centre at Horgos, they also manage the port of Poti in Georgia, and have 
arranged with the railways of Georgia and Azerbaijan for block container trains linking Poti 
with Baku. Globalink’s strategy is to develop the traditional TRACECA route for European 
goods moving to China and for Chinese goods moving to Europe. With this one company 
having a strong presence at strategic locations along the route, this may make the 
TRACECA route viable for the movements of significant volumes of goods, a goal that has 
been so elusive in the past. They will assist us in further discussions with influential people 
in the Aktau area and will work with us in developing critical aspects of our feasibility study 
for Aktau.

Feasibility Study Progress The following is the feasibility study progress for each 
logistics centre.

Location Current month’s progress Next month’
Aktau All three key experts returned to Almaty 

during August and work on the Aktau 
Feasibility Study is moving forward. Met with 
CEO of Globalink, a potential investor in the 
LC in Aktau

Draft report to be complete by the 
end of September. гi

Osh Draft report to be complete by the 
end of September.

All three key experts returned to Almaty 
during August and work on the Osh
Feasibility Study is moving forward_________
Draft feasibility study completed

t

Nizhny Pyanj Comments from the monitor have 
been incorporated in the draft report.

Navoi All three key experts returned to Almaty 
during August and work on the Navoi 
Feasibility Study is moving forward_________

Draft report to be complete by the 
end of September.

Turkmenbashi Draft feasibility study completed No comments received as yet.

Feasibility Study Report: Percentage Completion (asof3i August 2010)
Report Chapter Kazakhstan Kyrgyz

Republic
Tajikistan Uzbekistan Turkmenistan

Number of report 
pages produced

78 pages 75 pages 231 pages 55 pages 164 pages

Over all 35% 25% 100% 25% 100%
65% 70% 100%1. Objectives 65% 100%

2. Potential benefits 60% 100%65% 60% 100%
to stakeholders

3. Site location 60% 65% 100% 60% 100%
4. Preliminary design 15% 5% 100% 15% 100%
5. Capital

operating costs
25% 15% 100%and 25% 100%

6. Business plan .25% 40% 100% 30% 100%
5% 5% 100%7. Environmental 5% 100%

impact
8. Staff requirements 10% 10% 100% 10% 100%
9. Cost 

analysis
benefit 25% 30% 100% 15% 100%

10. Implementation 
plan_________

20% 30% 100% 20% 100%

20%11. Coordination with 
other projects

30% 100% 20% 100%

i
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Work Plan for September The primary task for September will be the completion of the 
draft feasibility studies for Navoi, Osh and Aktau Port.

Thomas Kennedy 
Team Leader
SAFEGE-RINA-IRD-ITALFERR
International Logistical Centres / Nodes Network in Central Asia

Monthly Report - September 2010

International Logistics Centres/Nodes Network in Central Asia in the Republic of 
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Republic of Tajikistan, Republic of Uzbekistan and 
the Republic of Turkmenistan ; EuropeAid /125727/C/SER/MULTI

Feasibility Study Progress The final three draft feasibility studies for Navoi, Aktau and 
Osh have been completed by the end of September, with the exception of the 
environmental sections. These sections are being reviewed by project team members and 
will be incorporated in the draft reports and submitted during the week of 4 October. 
Following recommendations by the Monitor, only the executive summary of the 
environmental evaluation will appear in the Feasibility Study; the full environmental report 
will be issued as separate documents.

The following is the feasibility study progress for each logistics centre.

Location Current month’s progress Next month’
Aktau Environmental section to be added 

and report submitted during week of 
4 October

Draft FS completed

Osh Environmental section to be added 
and report submitted during week of 
4 October

Draft FS completed

Nizhny Pyanj Draft FS completed Some minor changes will be made 
prior to submission of the final 
reports in November_____________

Navoi Draft FS completed Environmental section to be added 
and report submitted during week of 
4 October

Turkmenbashi Some minor changes will be made 
prior to submission of the final 
reports in November_____________

Draft FS completed

Feasibility Study Report: Percentage Completion (as of зо September
2010)

Report Chapter Kazakhstan Kyrgyz
Republic

Tajikistan Uzbekistan Turkmenistan

149 pages 128 pages 112 pagesNumber of report 
pages produced 
Over all

120 126 pages
pages

90% 90% 100% 90% 100%
1. Objectives 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
2. Potential benefits 

to stakeholders
100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

3. Site location 100%100% 100% 100% 100%
100%4. Preliminary design 100% 100% 100% 100%

100% j5. Capital 100% 100% 100% 100%and
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operating costs
6. Business plan 100% 100%100% 100% 100%
7. Environmental 

impact______
90% 90% 100% 90% 100%

8. Staff requirements 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
9. Cost 100% 100%benefit 100% 100% 100%

analysis
10. Implementation 

plan_________
100% 100% 100% 100%100%

100%11. Coordination with 100% 100% 100%100%
other projects

Work Plan for October: The primary task will be submission of the draft feasibility studies 
for Navoi, Osh and Aktau during the week of 4 October. The European study tour has 
been finalized and will take place during the week of 25 October to three sites of logistics 
centres in Italy. Antony Pearce, special advisor to the Project, will promote our projects at 
the TRACECA Investment Forum in Brussels on the 12th of October.

Thomas Kennedy 
Team Leader
SAFEGE-RINA-IRD-ITALFERR
International Logistical Centres / Nodes Network in Central Asia

Monthly Report - October 2010

International Logistics Centres/Nodes Network in Central Asia in the Republic of 
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Republic of Tajikistan, Republic of Uzbekistan and 
the Republic of Turkmenistan ; EuropeAid /125727/C/SER/MULTI

—I

Feasibility Study Progress The final three draft feasibility studies, including the 
environmental analyses, for Navoi, Aktau and Osh have been completed in English and 
Russian and sent to beneficiaries and posted on the Project web site. All five draft 
feasibility studies are now complete, with the environmental evaluation as a separate 
document to each study.

Study Tour The study tour to logistics centres in Italy has been successfully conducted 
during the week of 25 October. The study tour was implemented as planned with the 
exception of the fact that the delegates from Turkmenistan could not participate due to 
administrative issues. During the study tour, delegates met with representatives of the PPP 
Transaction Advisory Department of the IFC; these representatives could possibly 
represent beneficiaries as the process of developing our logistics centre project moves 
forward.

TRACECA Investment Forum Summaries of each of our five projects were presented to 
potential investors and discussions were held with the PPP Transaction Advisory 
Department of the IFC. The IFC expressed interest in our projects and offered to act as 
Transaction Advisor to the beneficiaries. This possibility is being pursued through follow up 
meetings during the Study Tour.
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Feasibility Study Report: Percentage Completion (as of 31 October
2010)__________________________________________________________________________

Report Chapter Tajikistan Uzbekistan TurkmenistanKazakhstan Kyrgyz
Republic

128 pagesNumber of report 
pages produced

207 pages 220 188 pages 126 pages
pages

Over all 100%100% 100% 100% 100%
1. Objectives 100%100% 100% 100% 100%
2. Potential benefits 

to stakeholders
100%100% 100% 100% 100%

3. Site location 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
4. Preliminary design 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
5. Capital

operating costs
100% 100% 100% 100% 100%and

6. Business plan 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
7. Environmental 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

impact
8. Staff requirements 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
9. Cost benefit 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

analysis
10. Implementation 

plan_________
100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

11. Coordination with 
other projects

100%100% 100% 100% 100%

Work Plan for November: There will be an internal project progress meeting on the 10th 
of November at the Project Office in Almaty. This will be attended by all key experts and 
representative of the EC to discuss project progress and the work remaining to the end of 
the project. Work will begin on the preparation of the Final Report of our project and the 
arrangements for the Closing Conference on the 9th of December in Almaty.

Thomas Kennedy 
Team Leader
SAFEGE-RINA-IRD-ITALFERR
International Logistical Centres / Nodes Network in Central Asia

I

Monthly Report - November/December 2010

International Logistics Centres/Nodes Network in Central Asia in the Republic of 
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Republic of Tajikistan, Republic of Uzbekistan and 
the Republic of Turkmenistan ; EuropeAid /125727/C/SER/MULTI

Final Report The Project Completion Report has been prepared and the final versions of 
the Feasibility Studies have been completed incorporating comments from beneficiaries.

Closing Conference The Closing Conference has been combined with the Fourth 
Steering Committee meeting with the concurrence of the Project Manager. This event is 
being held at the Intercontinental Hotel in Almaty on the 9th December.

Other Matters The Team Leader attended the Working Group for the Development of the 
Logistics Network in Kazakhstan in Astana. The invitation was given in order to obtain the
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views of the Project on the future logistics centres for Kazakhstan - where they should be 
and what are the primary evaluation criteria to make this selection? The Team Leader 
briefly summarized the project’s work and offered some suggestions to the Working Group. 
Valuable contacts were established at this conference with Globalink, the company now 
seriously considering investing in the Aktau logistics centre and several representatives of 
the Ministry of Industry and New Technologies. Some of these individuals will attend our 
Closing Conference and make some remarks regarding our project in Aktau. In particular, 
the Director of Department of Development, Logistics and Investment Projects will attend. 
Contacts continue to be made with private sector companies interested in investing in our 
logistics centres. The project web site http://www.loaisticsec.kz will continue to be available 
for another two years. The project will close officially on the 31st of December 2010, though 
key experts will finish their work by the 10th of December. All project team members would 
like to thank the EC Delegation for close cooperation throughout the project and this 
cooperation has contributed to the success of the team’s efforts.

Thomas Kennedy 
Team Leader
SAFEGE-RINA-IRD-ITALFERR
International Logistical Centres / Nodes Network in Central Asia
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Annex B: Short Term Experts’ Reports

Shortterm consultancy report

Date of report preparation: 15th of November 2010

Author of report: Sergey Bychenko, short term expert, architect, Kazakhstan
Table of content

Acronyms:
LC - Logistics Centre 
ToR - Terms of Reference 
EU - European Union

Aim of the project: Support international trade and facilitate the movements of goods 
along the TRACECA corridor through improving logistics capabilities, interoperability and 
multimodal transport

I, Bychenko Sergey, short term expert from Republic of Kazakhstan, set to work for 
development of the Logictics Centre (LC) from 10th of May 2010 (Labour Agreement from 
10th of May 2010).

Whole work was coordinated by Chief Expert, Mr. Sergio Carpano in accordance 
with Terms of Reference.

During the Kick off Meeting with participation of the experts from Kazakhstan, 
Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan the primary objectives for 
development of the logistics centers (LC) in these countries were identified, basic data 
were given according to the type and location of the LC, LC allocation requirements in 
these regions were specified as well.

Location of the LC in Kazakhstan was identified near Karasu settlement. The plot 
construction area was 3,0 ha.

According to the received task I had been developed some alternative layouts of the 
logistics centre along the route Almaty - Bishkek between points of Karasu (Black small 
river) and Korday (Gerogievka).

- facility location was identified by land survey;
- scheme of the LC master plan was elaborated;
- size and capacity of the main buildings and facilities were determined;
- spacial arrangement of building was issued;
- possible allocation of utilities were estimated (water supply - a chink, a water 

tower, electricity supply - connection to existing Power Supply Line, the water 
drain - a septic tank, heating - own boiler-house and fire preventive measures - fire 
tanks);

- location of the fuel station is identified;
- access roads to LC and Fuel station were projected;

eci ınıc.ıl and e v iomic a;. .lysis of the project indicators was prepared;
- preliminary cost estimates for the construction of LC were issued.
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According to received new basic data, I elaborated the alternative of the LC 
prospective allocation within industrial zone Aktau city.
The plot construction area was 8,0 ha.
Following project works were executed:

- facility location was identified by land survey;
- scheme of the LC master plan was elaborated;
- size and capacity of the main buildings and facilities were determined;
- spacial arrangement of building was issued;
- water supply, power supply and sewerage system are connected to existing 

networks in accordance with technical conditions of urban system, fire fighting - fire 
tanks;

- location of the fuel station is identified;
- rail access roads were projected
- access roads to LC and Fuel station were projected;
- technical and economic analysis of the project indicators was prepared;
- preliminary cost estimates for the construction of Aktau LC were issued.

I

Developed materials were delivered to management within a given deadline.
Lj

Further elaboration and project specification require identification of the exact 
location of the LC in Aktau development that enables the more detailed cost analysis for 
the construction of the LC.
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Short-Term Consultancy Report

Duration of Mission (excluding travel dates): August-November 2010

Date of report: 1 November 26, 2010

Author of report: Oleg Guchgeldiyev, short term EIA expert, Turkmenistan (and 
Kazakhstan)

Table of content

Acronyms:
EIA - Environmental impact assessment 
TACU - Technical Assistance Coordination Unit

August 2010
1. I prepared the first chapters of EIA report for Kazakhstan (Legislation analysis and 

summary of present environmental conditions).
2. I provided the first revision of the EIA report for Uzbekistan (Navoi airport), edited 

the text and provided advice on changes in structure and content.
3. I revised the EIA report for Kyrgyzstan (Osh), revised the structure of the report and 

provided advice on changes in structure and content.

September 2010
4. Second revision of the EIA reports for Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan. Prepared the 

non-technical summary for reports.
5. I conducted the visit to Aktau, Kazakhstan to perform the investigation of the site. 

During the mission, the consultant visited Joint-Stock Company National Company 
Social-Entrepreneurship Corporation “CASPIY”, met with head of investment 
department and visited proposed alternative location. I also visited the department 
of the local government responsible for development of economic zone “Port 
Aktau”, studied the maps of the location. The site visit of the free economic zone 
took then place, studied the proposed location of the Logistic Center. Finally, the 
short visit to the port of Aktau was performed, accompanied by specialists of the 
international dept, of the port.

6. The preparation of the EIA for Aktau port continued.

October 2010
7. For two days the completion of the EIA report for Aktau (Kazakhstan) by the 

consultant took place.
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Short-Term Consultancy Report
ч_

Duration of Mission (excluding travel dates): July - September 2010

15th of July, 2010Date of report:

Author of report: Kuturina Natalya, short term EIA expert, Uzbekistan
i

Table of content

Acronyms:
Pre-EIA- Preliminary Environmental Impact Assessment 
LC - Logistics Centre 
ToR - Terms of Reference 
EU - European Union

I am, Kuturina Natalia, a short-term expert of EIA in Uzbekistan during the period from August to 
September 2010 was working on completion of the Preliminary Environmental Impact Assessment 
of LC Navoi.

During the period from July to August upon receiving additional data for architectural part of the 
project from National architect in Uzbekistan, Mr. Kamol Shorakhmedov, the chapters prepared 
earlier were amended as follows:

2 -«Analysis of the proposed project, general identifications of sources of impact and analysis of 
alternatives»
3 -« Assessment of environmental impacts»
4 - «Emergencies analysis»

Moreover the air pollution within the LC Navoi resulted from track cargo transportation along the 
access road and on the territory of LC was estimated. Analyses of the results were included into 
Chapter 3.
In august Chapter 3 “Mitigation Measures’’ was corrected: the part of this important chapter 
“Monitoring and Environmental control with LC” was completed.

In September on the basis of the amendments and corrections into the main text, “’’Conclusion” and 
short Project form “Non technical Information” were prepared.

Moreover in September all geographic attachments were finalized, works with images and pictures 
was finished.

Electronic version of Pre-EIA for Navoi LC in Russian was sent to head office in Almaty on 12th of 
September. On 17th of August the Final version of Pre-EIA for Navoi in English was delivered.

Both versions were sent to Ms. Davydova’s e-mail address and then redirected to Mr. Oleg 
Guchgeldyev as per his request.

I hope I met all requirements related to implementation of the project as at present I did not receive 
any remarks concerning my work.

I express my appreciation to all leaders and project members for the cooperation. I would like to 
express special gratitude for attention, the timely information, councils and help with report 
preparation to all participants whom I met personally and via emails - to Tom Kennedy, Nurlan 
Isaev, Sergio Carpano, Erkin Boronbayev, Olimjon Buranov, Kamol Shorakhmedov, Alena 
Davydova and Ainash Tatvayeva.
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Short-Term Consultancy Report

Duration of Mission (excluding travel dates): September 2010.

Date of report: 18th of November 2010.

Author of report: Levonyuk Viktor, short term expert/architect, Kazakhstan

Table of content

Acronyms:
ToR - Terms of Reference 
LC - Logistics Centre

LC “Osh”

I executed works for the Osh project according to ToR and Work Plan.

1. The tasks and objectives of the Logistics Centre Master Plan development were 
investigated with assistance of Thomas Kennedy (before 5th of September) (Total 
amount of meetings at the regional office «SAFEGE» - 1 meeting.

2. Materials provided on project related to electricity and thermal supply, sewage 
water treatment and etc. were investigated.

3. Jointly with Mr. Kennedy I investigated the 2 options for possible allocation of the 
LC buildings and facilities (before 10th of September).

4. The following drawings were developed and proposed (the drawing submitted and 
agreed with Mr. Kennedy):

• LC construction site, divided into following areas: production, support, 
service, garden and recreation as well as extension area of LC;

• Variant of the building layout of the ordinary and refrigerated warehouses 
with respect to climate features, convenient transportation, uploading, 
storage and loading of ordinary, harmful and perishable cargoes;

• 4 drawings were adapted for printing to be used at the reports in English 
and Russian languages (by 13the of September);

5. 3D Logistics Center renderings were developed (6 pages).

LC “Aktau”

Works on Aktau project were executed according to ToR and Work Plan

1. The tasks and objectives of the Logistics Centre Master Plan development were 
investigated with assistance of Mr. Thomas Kennedy (before 17th of September) 
(Total amount of meetings at the regional office «SAFEGE» -1 meeting)

2. Jointly with Mr. Kennedy I investigated the 2 options for possible allocation of the 
LC buildings and facilities (before 20m of September)
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3. 4 drawings were adapted for printing to be used at the reports in English and 
Russian languages (by 23rd of September);

4. 3D Logistics Center renderings were developed (7 pages).

Note:
Preliminary recommendations specified in the report, presented drawings and 
tables can be refined during further work on project.

I

i

Г 1
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Short-Term Consultancy Report

Duration of Mission (excluding travel dates): September 2010 

Date of report: 29th of September 2010.
;

Author of report: Keneshev Tolobay, short term expert/architect, Kyrgyz Republic

Table of content

Acronyms:
ToR - Terms of Reference 
LC - Logistics Centre

I executed the project works according to ToR and Work Plan.

l. The final version of the site location (by September, 10th), total area and principle 
of placing of warehouses and other buildings, auxiliary sites of the Logistics centre 
are co-ordinated with consultation of the project expert Mr. Boronbaev.

2. Lay of the land, presence of the rivers, forests, top soils sites, existing buildings, 
drinking and ameliorative water supply, electric and thermal energy supply, 
telecommunication network and sewage disposal were explored on the fragment of 
the base map in scale 1:10 000

3. On fragment of the base map in scale 1:10 000 with specified lay of land, rivers, 
forests, top soils sites, existing buildings, drinking and ameliorative water supply, 
electric and thermal energy supply, telecommunication network and sewage 
disposal, etc. the placing drawings are developed (by September, 17th):
• territories of the logistics centre;
• auxiliary territory on other side of automobile line for refuelling, washing and car 
maintenance;
• territory of sewage treatment facility.

4. The following final drawings were developed and proposed (by 27th of September) 
and agreed upon with Mr. Boronbaev:

• LC siting on the fragment of the base map in scale 1:10000 using Corel 
Draw program (before 30th of June), with following PDF version etc.

• Master Plan of the LC construction site using AutoCad program specifying 
the the ordinary and refrigerated warehouses with respect to climate 
features, convenient transportation, uploading, storage and loading of 
ordinary, harmful and perishable cargoes;

• Specification table of the LC Master Plan including required construction 
area was elaborated and submitted;

• Unit costs and total cost of all LC facilities to be constructed was prepared 
in Excel format.

Project works are executed according to schedule timeframe
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Short-Term Consultancy Report

Duration of Mission (excluding travel dates): September 2010

29th of September, 2010Date of report:

Author of report: 
Kyrgyzstan

Erkin Boronbayev, short term EIA expert,

I was responsible for the work on realization of the section for Environmental Impact 
Assessment of the Logistics centre (LC) in Osh, Kyrgyz Republic of the phase C of the 
given project and these works were carried out in conformity with TOR and Work Plan

1. In general during the report period the works related to preparation of the final 
version of the report for this section were executed. For discussion and 
specification of the LC and report intensive communications with the Team Leader, 
Mr. Kennedy and with international expert were held.

2. Meetings held:
• 3 meetings were organized with National Coordinator, Mr. Bakyt 

Zhamalidinov concerning the available and alternative options for the LC 
allocation near Osh town ;

• 4 meetings were held with short term expert/architect/LC cost engineer, with 
Mr. Keneshev.

3. Comprehensive consideration of the options for LC allocation enabled to accept the 
location of the LC in Osh town close to industrial zone on highway leading to 
airport.

4. Work on collection and analysis of the Kyrgyz Republic legislations regarding 
Environmental Impact Assessment was completed. The list of the main laws and 
other information sources with corresponding comments for feasibility of the LC 
location was prepared

5. Study on compatibility of the national and international requirements for EIA 
realization (Directives 85/33/EEC) including the possibility of realization of 
mitigation and compensation measures was completed.

6. Collection of the information and its analysis carried by me included the
recommendations, for example, photographs, as well as maps of the territory of 
Kyrgyzstan with:

• Seismic zone:
• Rainfall intensity;
• Forest area.

Alternative layouts for the LC were proposed on a map. Matrix of Environmental 
impact during LC construction and operation phases was completed.

The project works are executing according to schedule timeframe.
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ТЗЯСЕСЯ
This project is funded by the European Union

INTERNATIONAL LOGISTICS CENTRES/NODES NETWORK IN CENTRAL ASIA
EuropeAid/125727/C/SER/MULTI 

Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan
i Short-Term Consultancy Report

Duration of Mission (excluding travel dates): I- 7 July (Astana and Almaty)
13-19 July (Tashkent)
15-16 September (Tallinn, Estonia)
20-24 September (Almaty)
27-28 September (Shanghai, China)
II- 12 October (Brussels, Belgium)
17 October (Sharjah, United Arab Emirates) 
29 October (Florence, Italy)
1-2 November (Tashkent)
8-12 November (Almaty and Bishkek)

Date of report: 24 November 2010

Author of report: Anthony Pearce 
Feasibility Study Coordinatori

TABLE OF CONTENTS

1. Introduction, aim of the mission
2. Development of the feasibility studies
3. Presentations
4. Relations with investors
5. Other activities

1. Introduction, aim of the mission

My primary responsibility within the project is to ensure the completion of high quality 
feasibility studies that will lead eventually to viable projects. Specifically I have been tasked
to:

examine the current work programme to ensure its adequacy in order to fulfil the
TOR of the project and make adjustments where necessary;
assist the Team Leader in coordination of efforts of all team members in the
execution of the feasibility studies for each beneficiary country;
ensure the integration of the two senior short term experts into the project team and
to ensure the reliable flow of information for other team members;
critically evaluate the data and information available to the study team and to
explore alternative resources / approaches to the work where insufficient data is
available.

2. Development of the feasibility studies
I

The project team worked closely together on the feasibility studies with all members 
contributing to their completion. The quality of the data is critical to the confidence that may 
be put into the revenue estimates and I contributed to ensuring that the data was the best 
available.

3. Presentations
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I have presented the projects to potential investors at a number of events over the last two 
months.

• Eurasian economic space: cooperation, integration and development - transport 
and logistics in Tallinn on 15-17 September 2010;

• Linking Cities to Finance: Overcoming Bottlenecks to Financing Strategic Urban 
Infrastructure Investments in Shanghai on 27-28 September;

• TRACECA Investment Forum in Brussels on 12 October;
• Eurasian Transport Links (EATL) meeting organised by UNECE and OSCE in 

Tashkent on 1-2 November.
The Tallinn meeting was organised by the International Council of Industrialists and 
Entrepreneurs, a Russian led organisation. I have attended previous meetings of this 
organisation and the participants were rich industrialists, and it seemed to me likely that I 
would be able to meet potential Russian investors at this meeting.
Unfortunately, the Russian entrepreneurs were largely absent, and 
the participants were mainly from the Baltic States. I presented the 
project and the proposed investments. There was some interest 
from a logistics company that has freight runs from the Baltic ports 
to Kazakhstan and from the Beijing Changjiu Logistics Co Ltd.
These companies were followed up, but have not resulted in any 
firm interest.

I

I

The Shanghai conference was organised by the Asian 
Development Bank with GTZ. It was a large meeting with around 
240 participants, and I had the opportunity to present the projects. I 
had useful discussions with ten investment companies that I had 
not known previously (4 from China, 2 from UK and one each from 
Kazakhstan, Canada, France and Korea) as well as discussing the 
project with investors that I had known previously, and with Asian 
Development Bank.

The TRACECA Investment Forum in Brussels was very useful. About half the people 
present represented investors or I FIs. I produced 4 page executive summary leaflets on 
each of the 5 projects and took 40 copies of each. These were displayed on a small stand 
(see picture). By late morning the supply of several of the leaflets had run out and I had to 
produce 20 or 30 more copies. Useful discussions were held with several investors.
I organised a small dinner on the evening of 11 October attended by Filip Drapak, 
Consultant, PPP Transaction Advisory of International Finance Corporation (IFC), and 4 
other potential partners or investors. IFC’s PPP Transaction Advisory Department provides 
advisory assistance to governments in structuring public-private partnerships by which 
governments contract with private companies for the provision of public infrastructure and 
services. The PPP Transaction Advisory Department seeks to implement PPPs which 
expand the reach of public services for the poor, and mobilise private investment for public 
infrastructure. IFC would provide the service for the beneficiaries.
During the forum Georgi Petrov, Regional Business Line Leader - Infrastructure, Europe 
and Central Asia IFC PPP Transaction Advisory and Filip Drapak requested a meeting with 
Daniel Grande and me. They proposed to act as Lead Advisor for the logistic centres 
projects with which we agreed subject to the views of the beneficiaries.
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In Tashkent on 1-2 November the fifth meeting of the Euro-Asian Transport Links Expert 
Group organised by the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe and the 
Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe. I presented the 5 projects and in 
particular the Navoi project. This was very much welcomed, particularly by our beneficiary, 
the Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations, Investment and Trade, which had organised a 
visit for all participants to Navoi on 3 November.

I joined the representatives of IFC (Filip Drapak and Martin Sobek) when they travelled to 
Florence to meet the participants on the study tour on 29 October. Unfortunately there 
were no Turkmen representatives. The other meetings may be summarised as follows.

Kazakhstan The meeting with the Kazakhs was an exchange of views on the various 
projects in which the Ministry of Transport of Kazakhstan is interested. IFC is 
well known to the Government and Martin Sobek travelled to Astana ten 
days later to discuss various issues including IFC's potential roll as lead 
advisor.

Kyrgyzstan The meeting with the Kyrgyz Vice Minister, Deniz Suleimanov, was 
excellent. He supports the proposed role of IFC. I subsequently travelled to 
Osh on 11 November to conduct a PPP seminar on behalf of the UNECE 
Team of Specialists on PPPs and to meet the Ministry of Transport then, as 
well as holding meetings with potential investors.

Tajikistan The meeting with the Tajiks was very good. In September at a meeting at 
the UNECE in Geneva I had given the draft feasibility study on Nizhniy Pyanj 
in Russian to the President’s advisor on transport, Abdulhakim Tokhirov. 
This had been passed by the Tajik Government to IFC, who had expressed 
their interest in the project. The Tajik Government seems pleased at the 
proposed involvement of IFC.I

Uzbekistan The meeting with the Uzbek representatives was also excellent. They are 
interested in the proposed role of IFC which is well known to them. The 
discussions were continued on 1 November at the UNECE/OSCE Euro- 
Asian Transport Links Expert Group Meeting in Tashkent.

On 11 November I travelled to Bishkek for 24 hours. I did a two hour seminar on PPPs for 
the Ministry of Transport in the morning at which there were about 40 participants. I found 
the level of understanding was significantly higher than when I spoke at a seminar exactly 
a year before. I had an interesting lunch with a group of people who have set up an NGO 
to promote PPPs. In the afternoon I met Vice Minister Deniz Suleimanov when we 
discussed a number of issues concerning the proposed Osh logistic centre.

I

a. Investors

Mr Suleimanov said that he did not have any investors in mind for the proposed Osh 
logistic centre. I said that he did not need to know investors if IFC is involved as long 
as we have an operator. IFC can provide the share equity if there is an operator and he 
agreed to consider who might be interested to operate this LC.

b. Location
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Mr Suleimanov said that there are several potential centres that the Government would 
like to develop. I said that the feasibility study was not location-specific within Osh. 
However, the study is specific to Osh and could not be used for other cities, although 
they could replicate the techniques for other locations.

Г

c. Government finance

Mr Suleimanov said that the Government does not have any money. I said that the 
Government should contribute what it can - that is land, connections to road and rail, 
electricity, water, telecoms etc. Money is not necessarily a problem. The LC has a 
good rate of return on investment and finance in not a problem as long as there is a 
private sector operator.

In Bishkek I also had a meeting with Ms Zalina Usubalieva, International Business 
Coordinator of Inter Global Cargo and Consulting (IGCC LLC). The Managing Director, 
Abdelhak Benyagoub, who is on a business trip at present, has expressed interest in the 
Osh centre. I brought her up to date with the developments and promised to send her the 
Russian version of the feasibility study. I said that what we absolutely needed for the Osh 
LC is an operator. If the operator were interested in investing that would be even better, 
and a 20% investment offers a decent (20%) rate of return. She confirmed that IGCC LLC 
is interested in Osh.

4. Relations with investors

Gulftainer
At the Sochi Investment Forum on 20 September the Sharjah-based company, Gulftainer, 
in collaboration with the Russian company Prominvest, announced a $800 million fund to 
invest in transport and logistics in the CIS countries. I contacted their managing director, 
Peter Richards and I was invited to go to see them in Sharjah on 17 October.
I travelled to Sharjah where I met five directors of Gulftainer: Mr Peter Richards, Group 
Managing Director; Mr S Ramesh, Group Finance Director; Mr Keith Nuttall, Group 
Commercial Director; Mr Stephen Ogden, Group Operations Director; and Mr Bill 
Chalmers, Group Project Manager. The company’s main role is the operation of container 
terminals at Sharjah, Korfakkan (on the Indian Ocean) and Port Khalid on behalf of the 
Sharjah Port Authority. However, Gulftainer is also actively involved in the international 
port, transport and logistics industry with ventures in other countries around the world. It 
will be recalled that the company had announced at the Sochi Investment Forum the 
establishment of a fund for investing in transport and logistic infrastructure in the CIS. In 
fact, they told me that this is for Russia, but they are also interested in investing elsewhere, 
in the other CIS countries and Africa.
Their interest is in what they know best, that is ports and container terminals. They have 
long been interested in Turkmenbashi and are seriously interested in investing in the 
logistic centre there. We had a one hour discussion on the feasibility study and the realistic 
prospects of getting the project launched. They are keen to move ahead quickly - it seems 
that they have some money burning a hole in their pocket and they need to invest it quickly 
in several locations. They would like our help in starting a dialogue with the Turkmenbashi 
Port Authorities and the government about an expanded role in the port.
We had a general conversation about the status of private sector investment in these 
countries and our dealings with the authorities in these countries.

I
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I gave them a flash drive with the five summaries and the five feasibility studies. I 
discussed how we are going about putting these projects together, and mentioned that we 
proposed that IFC should be the Lead Advisor. Peter Richards said that they did a lot of 
business with IFC and that had encouraged them to take this project seriously.
I will attend the sixth meeting of the Euro-Asian Transport Links Expert Group organised 
by the UNECE and OSCE in Turkmenbashi on 7/8 December, and Gulftainer 
representatives are interested in attending. I have asked the OSCE office in Ashkhabad to 
help arrange meetings on 6 December with Minister of Turkmendenizellary and the chief of 
Turkmenbashi Sea Port in Turkmenbashi when I hope to clarify the issues of interest to 
Gulftainer.
They are also interested in Aktau and we had a short discussion on this.
Other potential investors

615 potential investors have been contacted from my contacts plus various sources, 
including the participants of the above events. As a result of our marketing activities 
discussions are continuing with 13 organisations. I am confident that with the collaboration 
of the beneficiaries these projects will find investors and the necessary finance.
The following is a summary of the possible investors:

f

Ms Kathie Painter Aksam Ltd UK based investor in 
transport 
infrastructure, 
interested in all the

and
Is

projects.
Mr Farrukh Nuriddinov Asian Development Bank This is from the ADB 

office in Tajikistan and 
they have expressed 
interest in providing loan 
capital for the Nizhniy 
Pyanj project._________

i

Mr David Herbada Compass Asset Management Kazakhstan 
investors has expressed 
interest in all the 
projects.______________

based

Mr Eugene Yun EOS Investment Partners Korea based investors 
has expressed interest in 
all the projects.________

Mr Harry Eustace Sr FMN Logistics Uzbekistan 
logistics and investment 
company is interested in 
the Navoi project.______

based
Mr Harry Eustace Jr

Mr Siddique Khan GLOBALINK Globalink 
through the region and is 
seriously interested in 
the Aktau project. They 
have land in Aktau and

operates

would be interested in 
developing the project.

Mr Peter Richards Gulftainer Company Limited As discussed above, 
they are interested
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particularly 
Turkmenbashi but also in 
Aktau.

in

Mr Abdelhak Benyagoub IGCC LLC A Kyrgyz logistics and 
investment company has 
expressed interest in the 
Osh project___________

\

Mr Joseph C. F. Lufkin Infrastructure Finance Corporation A UK/Canada based 
investor in infrastructure. 
Is interested in all the 
projects.______________ >

Mr Filip Drapak International Finance Corporation 
PPP Advisory

As discussed above IFC 
proposed to act as Lead 
Advisor for the logistic 
centres projects. As 
discussed above the 
governments 
happy with this proposal.

Mr Georgi Petrov
Mr Martin Sobek

seem L

Dr Walid Abdelwahab ISLAMIC DEVELOPMENT BANK Islamic Development 
Bank has offered to 
finance any of these 
projects that the 
governments request 
them to do.

Mr Raymond Bevan Pinsent Masons LLP Pinsent Masons is an 
international, full service 
law firm with a wide 
range of clients in the 
private and public 
sectors. The firm has 
offered to promote the 
projects to its clients 
where there is an 
alignment with their 
activities.

Mr Howard Lamb Trans Siberian Express Service Trans Siberian Express 
Service is a subsidiary of 
Maersk and is interested 
in the project in Aktau.

5. Other activities

I have produced a series of 4 page A4 brochures summarising each of the projects, a DL 
(A4 folded in three) leaflet to provide brief information and a poster advertising the 
projects. These were produced for the TRACECA Investment Forum in Brussels and have 
been updated for the closing conference.

I

I have also been involved in editing the feasibility studies in English.

I have been assisting the preparations for the final closing conference in Almaty on 9 
December.
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Annex C Action Plan

Action Plan April - September 2010 
30 April 2010

The following action plan has been developed and will be monitored weekly closely by the 
project team in order to ensure successful completion of the project. Specific tasks have 
been identified and the names of responsible individuals noted as well as completion dates 
of each task. This action plan has been developed to address the primary concerns of the 
European Commission during the course of their evaluation of this project.

Objective
The primary objective of this action plan is to prepare feasibility studies, at least in draft 
form, for each candidate logistics centre project in the beneficiary countries and to include 
these studies in the Third Progress Report, due in mid - July. Following the issuing of this 
report, work will continue for each project, expanding the material and outputs developed 
during this action plan.

Action 1: Task A Report

An additional section will be added to the material already prepared for this Report. The 
scope of this additional section will include the preparation of a comprehensive oversight of 
development of transport improvements by International Financial Institutions in Central 
Asia. These shall include, but not be limited to: ADB, World Bank and TRACECA. This 
research will include a review of synergy, added value, effects of past, ongoing and 
planned actions by these IFI’s in Central Asia. Focus of this research will be primarily on 
road and rail transport but also include water transport and port development, where 
applicable.

The report should include a section on “regional transport” which describes activities 
carried out on a regional basis, plus one chapter each for the following countries: 
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan. The report 
prepared will include a generous quantity of annexes of other reports of relevance; for 
example, ADB’s CAREC transport strategies, maps of major transport corridors as well as 
locations of major transport improvements, past and planned

The main volume of our Task A Report will be reissued including this additional material, 
as well as each of the individual country reports; the complete Task A Report will be in one 
volume..

Output Completion: First draft by 28 May; Final submission by 5 July
Responsible Person. Andrew Sze; senior short term expert, working as the Traffic Flow
Specialist

Action 2: Task В Report

An additional explanatory section will be added to this report that describes in detail the 
reasoning underlying our scoring of each project with respect to the evaluation criteria and 
the procedure followed in calculating the project scores. The scoring of each possible
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logistics centre location, by country, will be evaluated with respect to each of the eight 
evaluation criteria, supported by maps, diagrams
The Task В Report will be reissued including all previous and new material.

J

"1
Output Completion: 14 May
Responsible Person. Thomas Kennedy, Team Leader

t
Action 3: Third Steering Committee Meeting
This meeting is being rescheduled as the original venue of Bishkek had to be abandoned 
due to recent civil and political disturbances in Kyrgyz Republic. It has been decided to 
reschedule this meeting to 19 May in Almaty. Arrangements for this event are being 
finalized and the main topic will be the project's achievements to date and discussion and 
approval of this Action Plan. The revised Agenda for the meeting will be prepared and all 
necessary travel arrangements made for delegates.

Output Completion: Action Plan to be sent to delegates by 30 April; the meeting will take 
place on 19 May.
Responsible Person. Thomas Kennedy, Team Leader

Action 4: Study Tour
Preliminary arrangements have already been finalized for the study tour; originally planned 
for early June, due to the need to focus efforts on project tasks, this event has been 
postponed until September or October. The Team Leader is working closely with Safege 
Brussels office and our consortium companies in making the detailed arrangements. 
Output Completion. Arrangements completed by 10 September, though the decision 
regarding dates and program is expected to be complete by the end of June.
Responsible Person: Thomas Kennedy, Team Leader

Action 5: Task C Preparation of Feasibility Studies

Tajikistan

The location of Nizhny Pyanj has been identified and topographic maps of the area are 
available; estimated base year traffic has been estimated as well as the size of the 
proposed logistics centre facility. Traffic has been forecasted through the evaluation period 
and estimates of financial viability have been undertaken. A draft of the business plan will 
be initiated following finalization of the financial model application. This work will be moving 
forward with the development of the conceptual design of the logistics centre by the 
Architects, both local and expat, during the month of May. Initial environmental evaluation 
will begin during May when the Environmental expert arrives in Almaty.

} I

Output Completion: Facility design, business plan, environmental assessment and cost 
benefit analysis will be complete in a draft format by the 15th of July. These tasks will be 
modified and improved as the project progresses beyond July, as additional information 
becomes available from national coordinators and local experts in the disciplines of 
environmental and architecture.

Turkmenistan:
Turkmenbashi port has been identified as the site of the logistics centre, in concert with the 
redevelopment plan of the port. Topographic maps are available, and we are now pursuing 
the necessary steps to obtain these documents. Estimated base year traffic has been 
identified and the size of the facility necessary has been developed. We have the basis for
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forecasting this traffic throughout the forecast period and this is now underway as well as 
input of this data into our financial evaluation model. A draft of the business plan will be 
initiated following finalization of the financial model application. This work will be moving 
forward with the development of the conceptual design of the logistics centre by the 
Architects, both local and expat, during the month of May. Initial environmental evaluation 
will begin during May when the Environmental expert arrives in Almaty.

Output Completion: Facility design, business plan, environmental assessment and cost 
benefit analysis will be complete in a draft format by the 15th of July. These tasks will be 
modified and improved as the project progresses beyond July, as additional information 
becomes available from national coordinators and local experts in the disciplines of 
environmental and architecture.

Uzbekistan:
Navoi airport has been identified with the beneficiary as the site of our logistics centre 
evaluation. This site is somewhat different from those in other countries as a cargo centre 
is already nearly completed at the airport and is being managed by Korean Air Lines. Our 
task is to evaluate the size and layout of this facility and to assess its suitability to handle 
the forecasted traffic through the airport. We have photographs of the facility and 
topographic maps are available, and the necessary procedures to obtain these maps are 
being undertaken by our national coordinator with the assistance of the National Secretary 
in Tashkent. Until the time we determine that the existing facility is inadequate and 
additional/modified facilities will be necessary, our resources in the areas of environmental 
and architecture will be focussed in other countries.

I S

Output Completion: Determination of the adequacy of the existing facility under 
construction will be made by the end of May. Any additional facility plan and environmental 
assessment will be undertaken by the middle of July. Cost benefit analysis and business 
plan development will be complete in a draft format by the end of September

Kyrgyz Republic:
Osh has been identified as the site of the logistics centre; topographic maps are available, 
and we have some in our possession though more detailed maps are being requested. 
Estimated base year traffic has been identified and the size of the facility necessary has 
been developed. We have the basis for forecasting this traffic throughout the forecast 
period and this is now underway as well as input of this data into our financial evaluation 
model. A draft of the business plan will be initiated following finalization of the financial 
model application. This work will be moving forward with the development of the 
conceptual design of the logistics centre by the Architects, both local and expat, during the 
month of May. Initial environmental evaluation will begin during May when the 
Environmental expert arrives in Almaty. Due to the recent political unrest in the Kyrgyz 
Republic, is has become extremely difficult to obtain further detailed information regarding 
traffic and the project site. Travel to the site is not safe and there are official warnings 
against travel to the country. Our primary concern with the site is that it is located about 20 
km from the city, far rail and air transport facilities. We have been working closely with the 
beneficiary as well as the local government in Osh to identify a more appropriate site but 
with no positive result as of this time. We will proceed with our evaluation, based on the 
information we have at this time and can make minor adjustments to the project site should 
a more favourable location become available.

f

Output Completion: Facility design, business plan, environmental assessment and cost 
benefit analysis will be complete in a draft format by the end of September. These tasks
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will be modified and improved as the project progresses beyond July, as additional 
information becomes available from national coordinators and local experts in the 
disciplines of environmental and architecture.

U

Kazakhstan:
Discussions with the beneficiary in Kazakhstan have concluded regarding the site of the 
proposed logistics centre; the border crossing between Kazakhstan and Kyrgyz Republic 
at Karasu will be the site of our proposed logistics centre. We have obtained current and 
historical traffic data for this location and have visited the site; rough estimates of the size 
of the facility have been undertaken and these are being refined. The beneficiary has also 
requested the study team to estimate the likely traffic benefits of a rail line crossing the 
border at Karasu, linking with the existing Kazakhstan railway network at a point just north 
of Karasu; this would open up the Kazakhstan/China route linking Kyrgyz Republic to rail 
transport, potentially increasing the attractiveness of this location.

i

Output Completion: The study team has traffic data for Karasu as well as the nearby 
crossing point of Korday We are now obtaining topographic maps of the area surrounding 
Karasu. Forecasted traffic will be input to our financial model and the size required of the 
proposed logistics centre will be identified by the end of September. Conceptual design 
and environmental evaluation will also be complete by end of September, though to the 
extent possible, completion of these tasks will be before the end of September deadline. 
The business plan and cost benefit analysis will also be complete by the end of 
September.

i J

aResponsible Person:
For each country, the responsible person for each task will be the same. The Team Leader 
(T Kennedy), jointly with the Feasibility Study Coordinator (T Pearce), is responsible for the 
site location identification, in consultation with the beneficiary; The Logistics Centre 
Designer (F. Vanni) will be responsible for the conceptual design and construction cost of 
the project; the Economist/Business Plan Specialist (A Clyne) will be responsible for the 
development of the business plan; the Environmentalist (S. Carpano) will be responsible 
for the environmental impact assessment and the Architect/Logistics Centre Designer (S 
Hone) will be responsible for the cost/benefit analysis, jointly with the Economist/Business 
Plan Specialist.

ПIn each country, there is one national coordinator and will be a national expert in the fields 
of environmental impact assessments and architecture/cost engineering, respectively. For 
the environmental studies, the national experts will identify the requirements for preparing 
the EIA for each site based on a common methodology previously developed by the 
international environmental expert in line with international and national requirements. The 
international environmental expert will coordinate and supervise the preparation of the 5 
ElAs and provide quality control as well as general guidance, while the national experts will 
provide the structure of these evaluations in line with local legislation requirements. Г !

In a similar manner, the Logistics Centre Designer will coordinate and supervise the 
conceptual design of the facility prepared by the National designers/architects, in line with 
international and national standards and regulations.
The national coordinators, with the support of the TRACECA National Secretaries where 
necessary will assist in the obtaining of all necessary information/documents for the 
environmental and design tasks, including the formal request for such information, as 
necessary.
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i Action 6: Prepare Third Progress Report

This report, due in mid - July, will include the feasibility studies that have been prepared 
by the project team. In addition, the report will follow the guidelines and requirements 
established by the European Commission regarding the preparation of this report.

I

Output Completion:

The report will be prepared and submitted to the Project Manager in draft by the 9th of July 
2010. Following comments from the Project Manager, the final version of the report will be 
submitted by the 15th of July.
Responsible Person
The Team Leader, T Kennedy, will be the responsible person to complete this task.

’

I
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